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Among the stillness of  the blossoms, a 
butter  fly wing gently rustles. Lisa A. Frank 

evinces a high degree of  craft, but her work is 
far from traditional. Working in contemporary 
video art, Frank merges technology with artistic 
inspiration drawn from the dense ornamen-
talism of  Britain’s 19th- century Aesthetic 
Movement. The artist has built a vast archive of  
reference images, or a kind of  a visual diary, to 
create fantastical still-life scenes of  nature. Frank 
often works with over 100 color-coded layers in 
Adobe Photoshop, digitally “sewing” images and 
designs together in an extremely compulsive and 
time-consuming process.

In Frank’s videos, her glowing, heightened 
images of  nature are animated with barely 
perceivable transformations. The casual pass-
erby might catch a glimpse of  pollen drifting 
down, a hummingbird darting past, a fruit slow-
ly ripening, or small planets rotating amongst 
ornamental cabbages. Such enhanced, even sur-
real, scenes of  nature are now new. Frank points 
out that “in 17th- and 18th- century Dutch still-
life painting, the elements in each composition 
originated as life studies done throughout the 
year: tulips from early spring, hollyhocks in high 
summer, grapes in the autumn. These were then 
combined into a miscellany that could never 
exist in reality.”

-Bartholomew F. Bland, Curator

“The Neo Victorians: 
Contemporary Artists Revive Guilded-Age Glamour” 
Hudson River Museum, 2018

L.columbinus.dovelike
5 minute video loop

https://youtu.be/W8Kz6yhzZoM

For best results, select highest YouTube resolution. 

Artwork for Monitors
IntroductIon

https://youtu.be/W8Kz6yhzZoM


Seabourne Encore
Video monitor placement

Video Monitor Artwork
5-minute video loops

https://youtu.be/fWvfrX2aOB4 https://youtu.be/MCd7hNgDYxw https://youtu.be/IWbst3nWp-o

These videos are intended to appear as 
still photographs. They are animated 

with barely perceivable transformations. A 
passerby might catch a glimpse of  darting 
hummingbirds. Flowers open, vegetables 
ripen, planets rotate amidst orchids and orna-
mental cabbages.

As their tranquil, hypnotic movement 
unfolds, simple videos such as these are at 
home in the entrances, waiting rooms and 
passageways of  public spaces.

They were originally commissioned for The 
Seabourne Encore. See following page.

https://youtu.be/fWvfrX2aOB4
https://youtu.be/MCd7hNgDYxw
https://youtu.be/IWbst3nWp-o




Projections for Bach Dancing and Dynamite Society concert series



Lisa A. Frank, photographer/VR artist, has used virtual reality technology to 
explore themes related to natural world encounters. In 2011 she created an art 

exhibit for a CAVE (cave automatic virtual environment) which was shown at 
research institutions internationally for several years to follow. For this achievement 
the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology at the University of  
Illinois selected her to become a senior research fellow, the first artist given the 
distinction. With the assistance of  the D2P igniter program at the University of  
Wisconsin - Madison, Lisa has continued to develop immersive, nature-based 
artwork to be used in wellness settings. In 2017 she was selected by the curators of  
Montefiore Medical Center to create a virtual reality app that would be used as a 
pain management tool in the Children’s Hospital. Lisa holds an MFA in Design 
Studies from the University of  Wisconsin - Madison where she is an adjunct 
professor. She is a MacDowell Colony Fellow in photography and her 2D artwork 
is collected widely. For many years Lisa was a working artist in NYC designing 
textiles, wallpaper and surface treatments for residential and commercial clients.

For more info and to view videos: 
https://www.codaworx.com/profile/lisa-frank-photography/1350
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